Overview

Title: International Archives for Aerospace Art records
Call Number: Coll070
Creator: International Archives for Aerospace Art
Dates: 1978-1979
Size: 3 boxes (2.5 linear feet)
Language: English
Abstract: Comprises records from the International Archives for Aerospace Art, which was based at the University of Maryland, Baltimore County. Files relate to aviation and contain correspondence, papers, artwork, and aerial photographs as well as artwork from a 1978 Mail Art Show.
Citation: International Archives for Aerospace Art records, Collection 70, Special Collections, University of Maryland, Baltimore County (Baltimore, MD).

Provenance Information

Processing Note
Collection unprocessed.

Descriptive Rules Used
Describing Archives: a Content Standard (DACS)

[Archives Processing Manual: Description (2015): The processing manual used in Special Collections for all descriptive platforms, including PastPerfect.]

Access & Use

Finding Aids

Access Conditions
This collection requires review by Special Collections staff prior to use by researchers. Users should submit their request to view this collection at speccoll@umbc.edu or 410-455-2353.

Conditions Governing Reproductions and Use
Reproductions allowed for research purposes. Copyright maintained by the creator.

Subject Headings
Creators
International Archives for Aerospace Art

Subjects
Mail art

International Archives for Aerospace Art -- Archives